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ADAPTIVE - SEATED WITHOUT HIP FUNCTION

1-rep-max lap clean
Time frame: 4 minutes

LIFT

Prior to starting the workout, the athlete will need to 
ensure they have all the necessary equipment for all three 
components (Lift + Move + Work). The workout must be 
completed sequentially in a single 20-minute session as 
follows.  

Minutes 0-4: Lift (4 minutes)

Minutes 4-6: Rest (2 minutes)

Minutes 6-10: Move (4 minutes)

Minutes 10-12: Rest (2 minutes)

Minutes 12-20: Work (8 minutes)

This workout begins with the athlete sitting tall. The 
barbell may start on the lap. After the call of “3, 2, 1… 
go,” the athlete will have 4 minutes to complete the Lift 
component. Athletes will establish a 1-rep-max clean (Lift). 
There is no limit to the number of attempts an athlete 
can make within the 4-minute time frame. Any successful 
attempt where the bar leaves the lap before the 4-minute 
mark will count. Prior to beginning the lift, the barbell may 
be preloaded with weight for the athlete’s first attempt.   

At the 4-minute mark, the athlete will then rest for 2 
minutes (minute 4 to minute 6) before advancing to the 
Move component. 

NOTES
The athlete may receive assistance to change the load 
on their bar. Athletes may use a chair spotter or other 
self-spotting method. Each athlete may use only one 
barbell. 

The athlete’s score MUST be recorded in pounds. The 
minimum weight increment allowed is 1 pound. If lifting 
in kilos, the athlete’s score must be converted to pounds 
prior to score submission. Round up to the nearest 
pound when recording scores. Athletes may use a 45-lb. 
(15-kg) or 35-lb. (20-kg) bar. Collars must be placed on the 
outside of the plates for each attempt. Collars cannot be 
included in the total weight.

The athlete’s score will be the heaviest weight successfully 
lifted, in pounds.

There is no tiebreak for this component of the workout.    

Do NOT use a countdown timer.

For this competition, athletes will have 20 minutes to 
complete three workout components with the goal of 
accumulating as many points as possible. The CrossFit Lift 
Move Work consists of one lift, one gymnastics skill, and 
one AMRAP. The competition window begins Thursday, 
Oct. 21, 2021, at 12 p.m. PT. All athletes will have until 
Monday, Oct. 25, at 12 p.m. PT, to submit their scores for 
the three components.

Athletes’ overall scores will be determined by adding 
together their total from the lift (in pounds), total 
repetitions from the move portion, and total repetitions 
accumulated in the work portion. If an athlete chooses 
to complete the 20-minute workout multiple times, the 
scores submitted for each component will all need to 
come from the same attempt. Each athlete’s overall score 
will be ranked against other athletes’ overall scores in the 
same division on the Lift Move Work official leaderboard. 
The athlete with the highest overall score will be the 
winner for their division.

LIFT MOVE WORK
1-rep-max lap clean, 4-minute time frame
  Rest 2 minutes, then,
Max pull-ups in 4 minutes
  Rest 2 minutes, then,
Complete as many repetitions as possible in 
8 minutes of:
  5-cal. arms-only AirBike
  5 single-arm presses (left arm)
  5 single-arm presses (right arm)
  10 U-turns

♀15 lb./♂25 lb.
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ADAPTIVE - SEATED WITHOUT HIP FUNCTION

EQUIPMENT

MOVEMENT STANDARDS

• If using a platform setup for the lap clean (shown in pictures with stacked plates), the resting bottom-most part of the 
barbell, with plates on the barbell, may be no more than 2 inches above the lap or pad.

LAP CLEAN

• Athletes may perform the clean in their wheelchair 
or another seated position (wheelchair shown in 
pictures).

• The lap clean may start from the lap or from a 
platform setup (from lap shown in picture).

• The rep is credited when the bar is supported in the 
front-rack position and the athlete’s torso is vertical.

• The bar may not pause, rest on the chest, or descend 
during the attempt. If it does, the repetition does not 
count and the complex must be restarted.

• Athletes may use a 45-lb./20-kg barbell or a 35-lb./15-kg 
barbell

• Standard bumper plates (18-in. diameter) and change 
plates (no less than 0.5 lb.)

• Collars to secure the plates on the barbell

• Safety pad for the lap is highly recommended for skin 
safety

*The official weight must be recorded in pounds. Note: If 
converting kilograms to pounds, round up to the nearest 
pound. Collars cannot be included in the weight.  

Be sure the athlete has adequate space to safely complete 
all the movements. Clear the area of all extra equipment, 
people, or other obstructions.

Any athlete who in any way alters the equipment 
or movements described in this document may be 
disqualified from the competition.
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Prior to starting the Move component, the athlete must 
have completed the Lift component of the workout. 

The Move component begins at minute 6 and ends at 
minute 10. During this 4-minute window, the athlete will 
perform as many repetitions of the pull-up as possible.

This component begins with the athlete sitting tall. After 
the call of “3, 2, 1… go,” the athlete will begin accumulating 
as many repetitions as possible in 4 minutes of pull-ups. 
This component ends at minute 10 in the workout, at 
which point the athlete must rest for 2 minutes before 
advancing to the third and final component: Work.  

The athlete’s score will be the total number of repetitions 
completed in 4 minutes (from minute 6 to minute 10 of 
the workout). 

There is no tiebreak for this component of the workout.    

Do NOT use a countdown timer.

NOTES
• Pull-up bar

• Gymnastics rings may be substituted for a pull-up bar

For each component, be sure the athlete has adequate 
space to safely complete all the movements. Clear the 
area of all extra equipment, people, or other obstructions.

If using gymnastics rings, all movement standards must 
be met. The bottom of the rings create the horizontal 
plane.

Any athlete who in any way alters the equipment 
or movements described in this document may be 
disqualified from the competition.

EQUIPMENT

MOVEMENT STANDARDS

Complete as many repetitions as possible in 4 minutes of: 
Pull-ups

MOVE

• The athlete must start each rep hanging, with arms 
fully extended, buttocks out of the seat and not 
touching the ground. 

• The feet may be on the ground in front of the body 
but the legs may NOT provide any propulsion for the 
pull-up.

• Any style of pull-up or grip is permitted as long as the 
requirements are met.

PULL-UP

• The rep is credited when the athlete’s chin breaks the 
horizontal plane of the bar.

• Wrapping tape around the pull-up bar or wearing 
hand protection (gymnastics-style grips, gloves, etc.) 
is permitted, but taping the bar AND wearing hand 
protection is not.

• If the athlete’s buttocks touch the ground, that is a no 
rep.

• Athletes are highly encouraged to use additional 
padding on the ground.
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Complete as many repetitions as possible in 8 minutes of:

   5-cal. arms-only AirBike
   5 single-arm presses (left arm)
   5 single-arm presses (right arm)
   10 U-turns
   ♀15 lb./♂25 lb.

WORK

• AirBike

• Dumbbell of appropriate weight for the athlete’s division

• Markers for U-turn or 20-in. box

• Safety mat (not required but highly encouraged)

If using adjustable dumbbells, the largest plates allowed 
are standard-sized 10-lb. (5-kg) metal change plates (9 
inches in diameter). When the dumbbell is at rest, the 
bottom of the handle cannot be more than 4 inches 
off the ground. Any athlete using an unconventional or 
unmarked dumbbell will need to confirm the weight of 
the dumbbell on a scale. Kettlebells, fat bells, or other 
non-traditional dumbbells are not allowed.  

† The official weight is in pounds. For your convenience, 
the minimum acceptable weights in kilograms are 11 kg 
(25 lb.) and 7 kg (15 lb.). 

For each component, be sure the athlete has adequate 
space to safely complete all the movements. Clear the 
area of all extra equipment, people, or other obstructions.

Any athlete who in any way alters the equipment 
or movements described in this document may be 
disqualified from the competition.

EQUIPMENT
Prior to starting the Work component, the athlete must 
have completed both the Lift and Move components of 
the workout. 

The Work component begins at minute 12 and ends at 
minute 20. During this 8-minute window, the athlete will 
perform as many repetitions as possible of the three 
movements.

The Work component begins with the athlete sitting 
tall. After the call of “3, 2, 1 … go,” the athlete may begin 
their work on the AirBike, then move to the single-arm 
dumbbell presses with the left arm, followed by single-arm 
dumbbell presses with the right arm, and finally U-turns.  

The athlete’s score will be the total number of repetitions 
completed in 8 minutes (from minute 12 to minute 20 of 
the workout). 

There is no tiebreak for this component of the workout.    

Do NOT use a countdown timer.

NOTES
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MOVEMENT STANDARDS

• Athletes will complete the required calories on the 
AirBike by using their arms only. 

• Athletes may perform the movement seated in their 
chair or may transfer to another seated position.

• Athletes may not use their legs, stand during the 
movement, or sit on the seat of the AirBike.

• The monitor must be set to zero at the start of each 
round.

ARMS-ONLY AIRBIKE

SINGLE-ARM DUMBBELL PRESS

• Each set of presses begins with the dumbbell touching 
the athlete’s shoulder.

• Athletes may perform this movement from their 
wheelchair or another seated position.

• Athletes may support with their non-lifting arm.

• The rep is credited when the athlete reaches full 
lockout with the dumbbell overhead. The athlete’s 
lifting arm must be fully extended, and the dumbbell 
must be directly over, or slightly behind, the middle of 
their body.

• Athletes may receive assistance moving or resetting 
their dumbbells but not to perform any repetitions.

• Athletes may store the dumbbell on the box if using a 
box for U-turns.
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MOVEMENT STANDARDS

• Place markers 20 inches apart on the ground, or set a 20-inch-wide box.
• The chair U-turn starts with the athlete’s wheelchair axle in front of the end of the box  

(or 20-inch markers). The end of the box in the picture is the right side of the box.

U-TURN

• The athlete starts by reversing back. They must spin away from the box. 
• The athlete then pushes to the other side of the box.

• The rep is credited when the athlete’s rear wheelchair 
axle completely passes the end of the box or line 
markers on the opposite side. In the picture, the line to 
cross is the right side of the box.
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EQUIPMENT LIST

TRACKS 1 & 2
• Digital clock
• Standard Olympic-style barbell (35-lb. women / 45-lb. men) and plates
• Collars to secure the plates on the barbell 
• Pull-up bar
• Jump rope
• (1) Dumbbell (35-lb. women / 50-lb. men)

TRACK 3
• Digital clock
• Standard Olympic-style barbell (35-lb. women / 45-lb. men) and plates
• Collars to secure the plates on the barbell 
• Rings (pair)
• Jump rope
• (1) Dumbbell (20-lb. women / 35-lb. men)

ADAPTIVE - INTELLECTUAL
• Digital clock
• Standard Olympic-style barbell (35-lb. women / 45-lb. men) and plates
• Collars to secure the plates on the barbell 
• Rings (pair)
• Tape to mark floor for the lateral hops
• (1) Dumbbell (15-lb. women / 25-lb. men)

ADAPTIVE - LOWER EXTREMITY
• Digital clock
• Standard Olympic-style barbell (35-lb. women / 45-lb. men) and plates
• Collars to secure the plates on the barbell 
• Pull-up bar
• Jump rope
• (1) Dumbbell (35-lb. women / 50-lb. men)

ADAPTIVE - NEUROMUSCULAR
• Digital clock
• Standard Olympic-style barbell (35-lb. women / 45-lb. men) and plates
• Collars to secure the plates on the barbell 
• Pull-up bar
• Jump rope
• (1) Dumbbell (20-lb. women / 35-lb. men)

ADAPTIVE - SHORT STATURE
• Digital clock
• Standard Olympic-style barbell (35-lb. women / 45-lb. men) and plates
• Collars to secure the plates on the barbell 
• Pull-up bar
• Jump rope
• (1) Dumbbell (15-lb. women / 25-lb. men)

ADAPTIVE - SEATED WITH HIP FUNCTION
• Digital clock
• Standard Olympic-style barbell (35-lb. women / 45-lb. men) and plates
• Collars to secure the plates on the barbell 
• Pull-up bar
• AirBike
• (1) Dumbbell (20-lb. women / 35-lb. men)
• Markers for U-turn or 20-inch box
• Safety mat (not required, but highly encouraged)

ADAPTIVE - SEATED WITHOUT HIP FUNCTION
• Digital clock
• Standard Olympic-style barbell (35-lb. women / 45-lb. men) and plates
• Collars to secure the plates on the barbell 
• Pull-up bar (gymnastics rings may be substituted for a pull-up bar)
• AirBike
• (1) Dumbbell (15-lb. women / 25-lb. men)
• Markers for U-turn or 20-inch box
• Safety mat (not required, but highly encouraged)

ADAPTIVE - UPPER EXTREMITY
• Digital clock
• Standard Olympic-style barbell (35-lb. women / 45-lb. men) and plates
• Collars to secure the plates on the barbell 
• Jump rope
• (1) Dumbbell (35-lb. women / 50-lb. men)

ADAPTIVE - VISION
• Digital clock
• Standard Olympic-style barbell (35-lb. women / 45-lb. men) and plates
• Collars to secure the plates on the barbell 
• Pull-up bar
• Jump rope
• (1) Dumbbell (35-lb. women / 50-lb. men)



5 10 15 20 25

30 35 40 45 50

55 60 65 70 75

80 85 90 95 100
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ATHLETE NAME

REST 2 MINUTES

1-rep-max lap clean

Time frame: 4 minutes

LIFT

Complete as many 
repetitions as possible in 
4 minutes of:

Pull-ups

MOVE

Complete as many 
repetitions as possible in 
8 minutes of:  

5-cal. arms-only AirBike
5 single-arm presses  
(left arm)
5 single-arm presses 
(right arm)
10 U-turns

♀15 lb./♂25 lb.

WORK

LOAD (WEIGHT IN LB.)
ATTEMPT 1 ATTEMPT 2 ATTEMPT 3 ATTEMPT 4 ATTEMPT 5

PULL-UPS

5-CAL. ARMS-ONLY 
AIRBIKE

5 SINGLE-ARM 
PRESSES (L ARM)

5 SINGLE-ARM 
PRESSES (R ARM) 10 U-TURNS

ROUND 1
5 10 15 25

ROUND 2
30 35 40 50

ROUND 3
55 60 65 75

ROUND 4
80 85 90 100

ROUND 5
105 110 115 125

ROUND 6
130 135 140 150

ROUND 7
155 160 165 175

ROUND 8
180 185 190 200

ROUND 9
205 210 215 225

ROUND 10
230 235 240 250

FINAL SCORES

LIFT

WORK

MOVE

LB.

REPS

REPS

REST 2 MINUTES

TOTAL REPS

SCORECARD - SEATED WITHOUT HIP FUNCTION

Minutes 0-4

Minutes 6-10

Minutes 12-20

Minutes 4-6

Minutes 10-12

Athlete has 20 minutes to complete all 3 components of this workout with a mandatory 2 
minutes of rest between components.


